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ABSTRACT
Assuring secure and reliable operation of networks has
become a priority research area these days because of ever
growing dependency on network technology. Intrusion
detection systems (IDS) are used as the last line of defense.
Intrusion Detection System identifies patterns of known
intrusions (misuse detection) or differentiates anomalous
network data from normal data (anomaly detection). In this
paper, a novel Intrusion Detection System (IDS) architecture
is proposed which includes both anomaly and misuse
detection approaches. The hybrid Intrusion Detection System
architecture consists of centralized anomaly detection and
distributed signature detection modules. Proposed anomaly
detection module uses hybrid machine learning algorithm
called k-means clustering support vector machine (KSVM).
This hybrid system couples the benefits of low false-positive
rate of signature-based intrusion detection system and
anomaly detection system’s ability to detect new unknown
attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Files and information stored on systems had to be protected
with the introduction of computers. The need for protecting
files in computer systems became more evident with the
advent of shared systems. Due to recent advances in network
technology, computer systems have become even more
vulnerable to attacks. Our dependency on network based
systems is growing day by day. But protection techniques of
such systems have not kept up with the increasing threat.
Traditional defense mechanisms such as user authentication,
data encryption, avoiding programming loopholes and
firewalls are used as the first line of defense against attacks.
No combination of technology can protect the system cent
percent because systems face novel attacks every other day.
So, in this paper we propose Adaptive Distributed Intrusion
Detection System that is able to collect data from various
hosts to centralized location and identify new attacks as well.
Traditionally, Intrusion detection techniques are categorized
as follows: misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse

detection catches intrusions based on knowledge of known
attack patterns, while anomaly detection detects intrusion
based on deviation from normal patterns. IDSs based on the
misuse detection model generate less false positive alarms and
introduce little overhead into the system by detecting only
those intrusions which have signatures. Their major
drawback, however, is that novel attacks will go undetected
until signatures for those intrusions are known to the IDS.
IDSs based on anomaly detection model have a better chance
of detecting novel intrusions but they are slow due to
exhaustive monitoring and use a lot of resources. Also rate of
generating false positive alarms is more.
Intrusion Detection Systems can be further categorized as
either host based (inspect data from a single host) and network
based (examine network traffic from hosts attached to a
network). Lastly, IDS is centralized if intrusion data is
collected from different hosts or networks and is passed on to
a centralized controller component that scrutinizes the
information received from each of the monitors [1]. Most of
the current IDSs used are distributed ones because Host-based
or network-based Intrusion Detection System is almost
powerless for complex attacks. The main issue of this kind of
system is that it can’t identify novel attacks because it is
signature based IDS which identifies only well known attack
patterns. Data mining methods are used to automate the
intrusion detection systems to identify new attacks as well.
Most popular way to identify intrusions is by studying the
audit data produced by Operating System. Normal system
activities are characterized with a profile, which is made by
applying mining algorithms to audit data. Abnormal intrusive
activities are identified by comparing the current activities
with the profile. So in this paper, a feature of adaptation is
introduced in it with the help of machine learning algorithm
called K means clustering Support Vector Machine. The goal
of this paper is to provide a general framework for a hybrid
IDS that is both adaptive and distributed.
This work has been divided into three sections. The first
section contains machine learning algorithms and the
proposed hybrid algorithm. Another section includes proposed
framework for IDS using that hybrid algorithm. Finally, the
paper is concluded in the last section.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND
RELATED ISSUES
All Most of the current distributed IDSs are signature based.
A major shortcoming of such IDSs is that they can’t identify
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novel attacks but only well known attack patterns for which
signatures are available. To overcome this limitation, IDS is
made capable of adapting to the changing attack atmosphere
[3]. Data mining methods are used to automate the intrusion
detection systems making it anomaly based IDS as well.
Short-comings of anomaly based IDS, namely a high false
positive rate and the ability to be fooled by a correctly
delivered attack are overcome by signature based Distributed
architecture. Feature of adaptation is introduced in Distributed
IDS with the help of machine learning algorithm. This paper
compares two algorithms: SVM and k-means clustering and
uses hybrid of the two [4].

2.1 Machine Learning Algorithms
In literature, various anomaly detection systems are developed
on the basis of different machine learning techniques. For
example, some neural networks, support vector machines, kmeans clustering etc are used. In particular, these techniques
develop classifiers, which classify the incoming Internet
information as normal or intrusion.

2.2 Support Vector Machines
The original SVM algorithm was proposed by Boser, Guyon
& Vapnik in 1992. The present standard form (soft margin)
was given by Vapnik and Corinna Cortes in 1995 [10].
Support vector machines are supervised learning models that
analyze the training data and recognize patterns and produces
an inferred function known as classifier (for discrete output)
or regression function (for continuous output). The basic
SVM studies a set of input data and decides, for each given
input, which of two possible classes forms the output. This
makes it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier [12]. The
classifier is a function which assigns labels to samples, even
those samples which are completely [Knew to the algorithm.
Algorithm feeds on previously labeled samples and induces a
classifier from them. The key idea in network security is to
find useful patterns or features describing user behavior on a
system and a set of desired features to construct classifiers.
These classifiers are then used to detect anomalies and
intrusions from the new coming network traffic [13].
The quality of generalization and ease of training of
SVM is way too better than the traditional methods. But the
response time of SVM classifiers is still a concern when
applied into network intrusion detection. Its limitation is
speed and size, both in training and testing [14]. Following are
the steps of SVM Algorithm:








Train SVM on new data set.
D={(ai , ci)| ai € Rn , ci €{-1,1}}mi=1
where ai is an n-dimensional real vector and ci is
an indicator of the point ai belongs to.
Find the hyperplane separating negative and
positive instances of dataset
wx-b=0
where w is a normal vector to the hyperplane.
Find shortest distance separating hyperplane to
closest positive (negative) data point.
Find the margin of separating hyperplane
(d+d-)=2/||w||.
To get highest confidence classification, maximize
the margin. Formulate the linear support vector
problem as follows:
Max 1/||w||2
s.t ci(ai w-b) >= 1 & i=[1,m]





For separable case when positive and negative data
points are linearly separated, they satisfy the
following constraints:
aiw-b>=0, for ci=1,
aiw-b<=0, for ci=-1
or they can be combined together into one set:
ci( aiw-b)-1 >=0 for all i.
Solve for w and find the classification

2.3 K-means Clustering Algorithm
The term "k-means" was first used by James MacQueen in
1967. The standard algorithm was first introduced by Stuart
Lloyd in 1957, though it wasn't published outside Bell labs
until 1982 [15].
In data mining, k-means clustering is a method of cluster
analysis which aims to partition n observations into k clusters
in which each observation belongs to the cluster with nearest
mean [5]. Simply speaking it is an algorithm to group your
objects based on attributes into K groups. This grouping is
done by minimizing the sum of squares of distances between
data and the corresponding cluster centroid. Aim of K-mean
clustering is simply to classify the network data into normal
and anomalous.
Following steps shows the demonstration of k-means
algorithm [5]:

k initial means are generated within the data domain
randomly.

By associating every observation with the nearest
mean k clusters are created.

The centroid of each cluster becomes the new mean.

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the centroids don’t
change their position anymore.
This is a very simple and reasonably fast algorithm. It is
also efficient in processing large data sets like network traffic.
The only difficulty is in comparing the quality of the clusters
produced. Another limitation of k-means is that k should be
specified in advance. But in Intrusion detection k is set to be
two since there are two clusters for normal and anomalous
data.

2.4 Comparison of SVM and k-Clustering
SVM is machine learning task of inferring a function from
labeled training data. While in k-means clustering, machine
itself discovers and learn hidden structures present inside
unlabeled data [16]. In SVM, predetermined classes are
provided. Machine learner’s task is to seek patterns and build
up mathematical models. In k-means clustering, no
classification is provided. Machine learner’s task is to seek
patterns in data and look for likeness among pieces of data so
that they can be constituted as a group. No target output labels
are present in training and testing datasets of k-means
clustering in contrast to SVM. The machine simply gets inputs
and its job is to learn and differentiate them [11].

3. HYBRID APPROACH: k-SUPPORT
VECTOR MEANS
The KSVM algorithm blends the k-means clustering
technique with SVM and needs another input parameter: the
number of clusters. Response time of SVM classifiers can be
accelerated by lowering the number of support vectors. kmeans clustering method is used to gather a data set smaller
than the original one to train SVM, which further lowers the
number of SVs while maintaining the training accuracy. With
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decrease in the number of training examples, computational
time of the algorithm falls greatly. There are two approaches
for taking advantage of k–means clustering algorithm to
reduce the number of support vectors used for training the
support vector machine. The first approach applies k–means
clustering to compose a dataset of much smaller size than the
actual one. The second approach lowers the number of
support vectors by which SVM classifier’s decision function
is spanned through k –means clustering [8].
E[Pr(Error )]<= E[ number of support vectors]/number of
training vectors …..(1)
From inequality (1), it can be deduced that a small number of
support vectors will generate a small testing error and also
leads to better generalization capability in SVM
[9].Successful use of k-means requires a cautiously selected
distance measure that demonstrates the properties of the
clustering task. Designing the distance measure by hand is a
tough job. Supervised data is used for training k-means even.
SVM method that finds a distance measure is used so that kmeans generates the desired clustering, given the training data
sets with desired partitioning [7]. Following are the steps of
Adaptive Distributed Intrusion Detection Algorithm using
hybrid optimal k-clustering SVM technique:
1.
2.
3.

Gather Packets.
Apply Misuse Detection Algorithm at nodes.
Send remaining packets to centralised anomaly
detection agent. Apply k-means clustering Support
Vector algorithm.

Given a training dataset D containing m data
points:
D={(ai , ci)| ai € Rn , ci €{-1,1}}mi=1
where ai is an n-dimensional real vector and ci
is an indicator of the class where the point ai
belongs to.

Separate the dataset into positive (c=1) and
negative (c=2) instances with a hyperplane
wx-b=0,
where w is normal vector to the hyperplane, x
is point of the hyperplane, b is real value,
1/||w|| is perpendicular distance from
hyperplane to origin.

For separable case when positive and negative
data points are linearly separated, they satisfy
the following constraints:
aiw-b>=0, for ci=1,
aiw-b<=0, for ci=-1
or they can be combined into one set of
inequalities:
ci( aiw-b)-1 >=0 for all i.

Choose w and b to maximize the margin to get
highest confidence classification.
Formulate the linear support vector problem as
follows:

4.
5.

Max 1/||w||2
s.t ci( aiw-b) >= 1 & i=[1,m]

The resulting two clusters will be assumed as
the initial clusters of k clustering algorithm.

Set k=2 (for normal and anomalous traffic in
training data) initial cluster centres.

Assign each packet xi € S to the group that has
closest centroid
s.t || xi –ck||<=||xi-cj||.
Assign xi to ck.

To get optimum cluster, subset P of the set S
should have maximal value of total distance
between all instances in the set S.

Again calculate the positions of k centroids.

Repeat above two steps until centroids no
longer move.
Nodes sending anomalous packets are informed by
centralised node.
New anomalous information is updated in Rule
Mining Agent which feeds Misuse Detection Agent
next time.

4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR
ADAPTIVE DISTRIBUTED INTRUSION
DETECTION SYSTEM
The proposed framework is based on the network-based
intrusion detection techniques. It is extended from architecture
of distributed and adaptive IDS [18, 19]. The architecture (see
Figure 1) proposed in this paper is basically composed of five
components: Sniffer Agent, Signature based Intrusion
Detection Agent, Anomaly based Intrusion Detection Agent,
Rule Mining Agent, Signature based Rules Database.
Network traffic is captured from different nodes using Sniffer
agents such as Wireshark. This information is passed on to
Signature based Intrusion Detection Agent which matches the
patterns with available rules in Signature based Rules
Database. The patterns which correspond to available
signatures are declared as intrusion. So, all the known attacks
are detected at individual nodes itself [17]. This reduces the
burden on centralised node which will now focus on detecting
novel attacks. Any suspicious data left is further passed on to
centralised node’s Anomaly based Intrusion Detection Agent.
This agent applies KSVM algorithm which distributes the data
into two different clusters: normal and intrusion. The Rule
Mining Agent summarizes this information of anomalous data
declared by Anomaly Detection Agent and updates Signature
based Rules Database with profile of new encountered attack.
Misuse Detection Agent is fed from time to time by Signature
Database with association rules to update its signatures. If the
same attack is faced in future, it will be detected by Signature
based Intrusion Detection Agent available at nodes. So, this
architecture helps in reducing the burden of resources on one
hand while identifying novel attacks on the other [1, 2].
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Fig 1: Framework of Adaptive Distributed IDS

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a hybrid approach for Intrusion
Detection System. We presented adaptive and distributed
model for Intrusion Detection System. The method uses the
data collected by the sniffer agents of host nodes to detect
signature attacks [20]. Novel attacks are detected at the next
level by anomaly based centralised node. To make the model
adaptive, a hybrid machine learning algorithm called KSVM
is used. The algorithm clusters the network traffic into normal
and anomalous data [21]. Compared with previous works, our
solution has several advantages. First and foremost, our model
detects novel attacks. Second, this model significantly reduces
the overall load of an IDS system because it distributes the
load on different nodes. Third, k-means clustering algorithm
reduces the number of Support vectors used which further
decreases the computational time [23]. Lastly, high false
negative rate of adaptive IDS is taken care of making the
some components anomaly based [22].
Future work includes extending the anomaly based
component to individual nodes. This will highly increase the
overhead and will cause overuse of resources. So in future an
approach can be devised which will control the load of
resources as well. Also a feature of exchanging suspicious

activity among different nodes can be devised so that they
communicate directly instead of through centralised node.
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